Better Farther On

Words by Flora Kirkland
Music by W. S. Weeden

1. When the clouds of trouble gather Round the pilgrim's home-ward way,

2. In the sunny times of blessing, When the days pass gladly on,

3. In the bitter night of sorrow, When the light of joy seems gone,

4. Thru the valley of the shadow, Where the Master's feet have gone,

Thru the darkness Faith keeps singing Of a better, brighter day,
Faith points upward—"tis a foretaste Of the glory farther on;"
Faith will whisper, "No more sorrow In the city farther on;"
Faith will sing with heav'nly rapture, "It is better farther on."

Chorus

Farther on there's bliss forever! Count the milestones one by one.

Jesus will forsake you never! "It is better farther on."